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Abstract: Computer based education systems are increasingly growing to support students learn and practice academic concepts that were previously only taught through black board mechanisms at schools in developing countries. Enabling students to learn by computer assisted interactive mechanisms is becoming extremely important in the current context. [10]. The growing number of interactive computer based systems and applications connected to the internet are causing internet traffic to grow rapidly. Educational interactive systems have developed from simple devices which allowed students learn alphabets, to intelligent systems today which can analyze huge patterns.

As the growth of computers and technology advancing at this level, it raises the need to analyze what and how the teaching strategies should be followed and how these advances of technology should be made use of to incorporate a system of educational software.

This paper presents a description of methods and a discussion of results of the implementation of a computer system which works to meet the individual needs of the student, which is easy to use and learn with interactivity uniquely provided by touch and drag-and-drop mechanisms about the science and mathematical portions, worked with Indian students who were attending their primary school (children of 5-11 years of age).
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I. Introduction

The motivation for MyLearnMate is to integrate all features of Ink, touch and drag-and-drop mechanisms into modern presentation software and thus enhance classroom teaching through computer based system. It preserves all good properties of the traditional class room teaching, including easy questioning and answering mechanisms, while providing distance learning as a pleasing side-effect. MyLearnMate is therefore just a computer based education system, but a state of the art one, that combines the traditional advantages of learning by touch interactivity and an advantage of distance education software.

The main reason for the failure of present day educational systems is that the individual needs of each student to Sustain a successful learning process are essentially ignored in traditional classroom practice. Transformations that purports to accelerate the solution of these problems requires the support of educational technology that improves learning outcomes and provides motivation to learn by making teaching and learning more interactive and fun, which can be achieved by using touch technology thus making learners more involved in the subject matter. This research also focuses on the fact that even whether the system is attractive and fun to use can make a significant difference in teaching and learning.

Basic Education for students of primary schools to develop cognitive structures in the mathematics and scientific areas to successfully face the academic demands of the next rung of the school system is becoming extremely important in the current context.

It is well known that the children’s cognitive skills develop over time, there is a need for the next generation HCI techniques to consider the cognitive challenges that face the young learners.[3,8]

New HCI techniques will need to revisit the developmental cognitive skills of children especially of age ranges (5 to 12). Also active involvement of the students with the learning material is very important, which can be best achieved when the user interface is intuitive and unobtrusive, ensuring that children’s concentration is maintained throughout the activity. Thus, there is need for a new technology in HCI which constantly focuses to work on improving the cognitive skills of the students and making them more involved in subject matters through intuitive interface mechanisms.

In this paper, we introduce a proposal developed by teaching a computer system with interactive activities using touch technology. The design of the proposed activities is based on observations and a previous study with teachers and students of primary school from first to fifth grade on the key topics such as addition, subtraction, that begin in elementary school and provide a basis for later concepts such as force, work done,
MyLearnMate: Interaction Techniques as a Support in Teaching and Learning of the Science and geometry etc. The design of these activities is based on the studies realized by researches that have worked on these topics, such as researches in the science, mathematics, computation and educational technology.

1.1 Research Problem

Research goals are to identify whether the process of teaching mathematics and science designed by a computer system using drag-and-drop (Ink features) and touch technology, allow the students (of 5-11 years) to build the key concepts of their curriculum, and develop qualitative thinking skill to answer the questions of mathematics and science more productively when compared to class room learning mechanisms.

To identify ways to enhance teaching mechanisms that can make the process of learning and teaching better when compared to present methods of teaching.

The objectives of this research include:

- Identify and promote ways in which touch technology can enhance the reach and quality of education in primary schools.
- Bring about pedagogical improvements and learner-centered teaching through the computer systems.
- Provide qualitative thinking that allows students to perform mathematical and scientific operations through touch interactivity by using the computer system.

Main objective of this research is to present teachers with the software system that is easy to use and to enhance their teaching process. MyLearnMate Learning System is a full-featured teaching and learning system, whose feature-set and proven performance stand as the solution for the above mentioned objectives. Some of the many capabilities offered by the system include learning by touch, ink and Drag-drop interactivity, self assisted testing and self tracking of student performance and more.

1.2 Methodology

The methodology is based on the qualitative surveys conducted to gather the new curriculum data from teachers and schools with a particular focus on the implementation of the new mathematics and science syllabus for the primary school. The key mathematical concepts are taught by providing individual interactivity. [2, 11]

For example: The student logs into the system and practices arithmetic operations through MyLearnMate system. The student can test his knowledge after thorough practice through individualized interactivity provided by MyLearnMate. Thus taking self tests helps students to analyze their understanding of concepts and to make a note of their performance.

Giving importance to the fact that science is better understood when practically tested and analyzed with real world examples and methods, key scientific concepts such as Force, Work done, Eclipse etc. are taught by making use of innovative techniques to enhance the practical knowledge of primary students through touch technology.

MyLearnMate is an activity and competency-driven program designed to provide students with the primary school knowledge and skills critical to understand and face key academic challenges. MyLearnMate offers a self-paced learning experience, enabling all students to accelerate through the program at a personalized rate. MyLearnMate content, available via Internet is cost effective technology that is modular and flexible, enabling students to learn and practice exercises covering a wide range primary school topics.

Through touch based learning activities and self assisted training mechanisms, MyLearnMate offers the benefits and advantages of blended learning — an approach that combines uniquely interactive touch and drag-drop mechanisms with self assisted training. MyLearnMate Content provides students the foundation required for future careers or further school educational needs.

II. Methods:

This computer based system is developed from the scratch to have a user interface uniquely tailored to pen, stylus, mouse and touch input.

2.1 Touch interface:

The use of computers in the field of education is being implemented almost in every institute now. But, the use of touch technology to enhance student’s education skills is something new to invest time in. The main reason for using touch as a medium of interaction is to make learning easy, fun and real. The uniquely tailored touch interface takes input from the user through finger, stylus or Microsoft mouse.

Following are some of the innovative methods in which touch is being used as a medium to teach and learn some of the key academic concepts for primary school students.
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2.1.1 Learning New Words by Touch

Figure 2: Image Dictionary.

Figure-2 shows the activity that is mainly designed to improve the vocabulary knowledge of the students. The student has to choose the image he wants to learn through touch, and the computer system pops-up the definition of the word and gives its usage.

2.1.2 Teaching the concept of Force through Touch.

Figure-3 explains a method on how the concept of Force is taught by creating a scene where the students experience the actual force and understands the meaning of its definitions and formulae in an intuitive manner. The student drags the ball on the table and observes the changes in the values of acceleration and force as he applies force in order to move the ball. Thus, this activity helps the student understand the concept of Force by experiencing it practically.

This kind of interactive answering mechanisms introduced in this computer based system where the student labels human body parts and maps the continent and states by touch etc, turned out to be very successful as the students showed great autonomy in learning and answering the questions just by touch.

2.1.3 Learning the Human Body Parts by Touch.

Figure 4: Human Body.
Figure-4 explains a method on how the labeling of human body parts is taught by creating an interactive mechanism. Students learn to label the organs by touch interfaces. The computer based system displays the name of the organ when the student points at the organ. Thus, this activity helps the student understand and learn to label organs easily.

This kind of interactive answering mechanisms introduced in this computer based system where the student labels human body parts and maps the continent and states by touch etc, turned out to be very successful as the students showed great autonomy in learning and answering the questions by touch.

2.1.4 Benefits of Touch based Interactivity:

Touch based interactivity makes learning easy and faster as it brings the real world interface into picture. Using touch technology in education has the following advantages:

- The mouse is replaced by a pen-like input device and the use of the keyboard is avoided as much as possible.
- Every student benefits from learning by the “personal touch”. Thus, learn practical concept of geometry and science with the simple swipe of a finger.
- Touch provides paperless, environment-friendly rich media information output
- Using touch interaction, student response was higher in less time.
- Ease of use- For those students who are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with computers, touch technology is easy to use. Students can access and learn information faster. (no computing knowledge needed to control a touch screen computer)

2.2 Drag and Drop:

Effective utilization of drag and drop mechanism is being made in order to make concepts like matching the objects, names, shapes, etc easy and fun to learn. Drag-and-drop techniques turned out to be very innovative and effective on the student side as the students had to involve themselves in pointing to the right answer and drag it to match right object, this activity focused the student’s concentration on the material to be learned. Following are some of the methods in which drag-and-drop techniques are being used as a medium to teach and learn some of the key academic concepts for primary school students.

2.2.1 Learning Days and Months by Drag-and-Drop.

Figure-5 shows a method where students are taught the concepts of days and weeks in a very innovative manner by making use of week-cycle. The student has to drag and drop the days in order to arrange them in the right order of the week-cycle. This kind of drag and drop practice helps the students in learning days and months in a very interesting and easy manner.

2.2.2 Understanding the concept of Eclipse by Drag-and-Drop.

Figure-6 shows the activity of understanding the concept of Eclipse through the Drag-and-Drop mechanism. The student drags and drops the planets in right order to depict the eclipse. This kind of drag and drop practice helps the students learn the difficult concepts easily.
2.3 Ink Features:
Microsoft ink is used as a medium to teach and learn writing concepts like practicing alphabetical work sheets, numerical work sheets, cursive writing etc. The students get to practice on the work sheets using the ink through fingers, stylus, pen or mouse input. Thus, this mechanism makes writing practices more fun and easy.

2.3.1 Cursive writing through Ink.

Fig 7: Cursive Writing using Microsoft Ink.

This activity is designed for students in order to practice Writing alphabets, numbers and sentences directly on the computer using the Microsoft ink.

2.3.2 Paint using Microsoft Ink.

Fig 8: Paint using Microsoft Ink.

This above figure shows a student painting using Ink features. The student’s showed great interest in painting using ink strokes and colors.

2.3.3 Benefits of Drag-and-Drop mechanisms:
Drag and Drop feature maximizes the learning process and helps students to learn by self engaging. Drag and Drop is a really useful mechanism used to take away the monotonous approach of learning geometry, concept of Force and more.

Example: The difficult concepts such as Force and Eclipse can be understood easily practically by drag-and-drop.

2.4 Computer Assisted Self Testing:
This computer system not only teaches students the concepts statically, but also lets them practice a number of times in a fun and practical way and by allowing the students self test their knowledge. Computer-assisted self-testing is based on the fact of the interactive art design that interactivity engages users, and enhances user self-reflection.

2.4.1 Benefits of Computer-assisted self-testing:
The advantages of computer-assisted learning are as follows:
- Computer based self-training is a fairly new approach to training and many students are finding that they enjoy it a lot more than more traditional methods of testing their knowledge.
- MyLearnMate self-assisted training advantage is seen for example in self-paced and self-directed learning and increased motivation. It is useful as it can lead to more structured learning and can support training in evidence-based decision-making.
- MyLearnMate formulates randomized questions, which exposes students to answer unique questions each time.
- In computer-assisted self testing, data can be checked without delay. A well implemented data collection program performs validity checks to correct the given response and generates the result without any delay.
III. Experimentation and Results

3.1 Study Overview:
Two primary schools participated in the survey that was conducted during July, 2010 in India to get the response and feedback about MyLearnMate educational system from teachers and researchers who have worked with these topics.

The following are the survey results being analyzed based on the student’s performance after practicing the science and math concepts using the MyLearnMate computer based system.

3.2 Student Response:
The students showed great interest in working with the touch interfaces of the computer system and had autonomy in the resolution of tasks. In figure 9, we illustrate the student response for the questions to solve math and science problems after practicing through the computer based system.

![Fig 9: Students performance chart.](image)

3.3 Ranking:
We asked the teachers and students to give ranking for the MyLearnMate methods being used according to their preferences.

The following chart shows the ranking based on preferences by the participants (teachers) based on how effectively MyLearnMate techniques helped students learn the math and science concepts better and quick when compared to class room practice.

![Fig 10: Preferences chart.](image)

3.3.1 The Positive Aspects of MyLearnMate on Students:
- MyLearnMate software is available on Internet so that students can practice and learn from distant places.
- As compared to traditional black board mechanisms, time spent in copying supplementary material questions and then answering is avoided in MyLearnMate learning mechanisms. So that they are better able to concentrate on the essential concepts “in real time”.
- The use of drag-drop and touch interfaces makes the process of learning interesting and easy.
- Students can go back to any key concept and practice as many number of times.
- The students can test and analyze their performance on spot.
The students can actually find out the practical application of the theory that they are learning in the classrooms.

Drag-and-Drop, touch mechanisms and individualized authority especially designed to improve the learning concepts when applied to educate the students, act as stress reliever for them. The students are relieved of their stress besides the learning process is greatly improved.

3.3.2 Pros from the Point of View of the Teacher:

- Questions and comments from the students are more frequent than with blackboard lectures.
- The amount of material covered did not decrease when they taught the same course using transparencies in the past, but the amount of time spent on explanations and discussions did.
- The ease of teaching afforded by the touch and Ink based interactivity is a great incentive in order to increase the interest of students in learning.
- Using MyLearnMate techniques to teach students is a lot of fun, and this fun seems to rub off on the students side as well as they showed great interest in learning through this system.
- This software helps teachers to record and check the performance of the students on spot and on the basis of which the students can be suggested different ways to improve their performances.
- MyLearnMate software can be used by the school management to give students the real time problem solving environment. By this the students can learn the practical use of the theory lectures that they are receiving in the class room.
- The students can be given the assignments to practice through MyLearnMate. By this the curriculum is made interesting and also the active participation of the students contributes a lot in the development of their personality.

Thus the results of this Practical experimentation show the following advantages of MyLearnMate system:

- MyLearnMate has benefits when compared to the traditional classroom teaching especially the possibility to test and analyze performance on spot at the rate of train of thoughts.
- MyLearnMate improves learning by enabling the students to practice and learn using MyLearnMate from the Internet. Thus, adding the benefit of distant learning.
- MyLearnMate helps students find the practical application of theoretic concepts they learnt in school.

3.3 Benefits of MyLearnMate System:

Using MyLearnMate technology for education has many benefits. Some of these can be summed up as follows:

- This kind of computer based educational system stands as a solution for providing education at primary school level using the most sophisticated technologies and answers the issues that were raised in the beginning.
- Techniques chosen affected the way users carried out the activities. All the techniques used in MyLearnMate systems benefitted primary students to learn faster and easier. The ease with which many students participated in the survey and showed enthusiasm in solving the science and math problems with MyLearnMate system showed that this kind of educational systems definitely benefits the students and more such systems should be developed in the future.
- MyLearnMate is a software system for both classroom teaching and distance learning. The basic metaphor that MyLearnMate uses is the touch, drag-and-drop interfaces work as ideal teaching tools in educational system.

3.3.1 Benefits of MyLearnMate on Teachers:

- MyLearnMate Software System is a robust class/lab learning system providing teachers with the real-time tracking of student performance and their improvement progress. Assessment and testing tools provide quantitative evidence that learning is taking place.
- Easy authoring of practice tests and assignments.
- MyLearnMate provides easy and simple installation of the system in a classroom lab or school server.

3.3.2 Benefits of MyLearnMate on Students:

- MyLearnMate software system serves as the students’ learning dashboard, providing the real-time access to content, assignments, tests and more.
- Personalized approach improves skill levels by accommodating individual learning styles.
- MyLearnMate provides rich interactive mechanisms for learning content and calls for continuous student involvement in the learning process, thereby increasing knowledge retention.
- MyLearnMate Content is the best available solution for making the process of teaching better with its proven track record for student success.
Thus, the evaluations confirm MyLearnMate to be a beneficial and usable system for teaching primary school students.

IV. Conclusions on Impact and Effectiveness:

The conclusions are intended to answer the issues raised at the beginning. This project has been intended to support students in consolidation of mathematical and scientific concepts practically using the touch technology. Through the results, we can say that the activities designed to support education, are best imparted with practical examples and methods for the students in the consolidation of the various essential and key academic concepts and skills using the computer system, because the students showed great interest in working with the touch interfaces of the computer system and had autonomy in the resolution of tasks.

It is scientifically proven that the learning process is much more improved and the grasp of the subject is more if the theory is applied practically. [11] Using MyLearnMate, students develop self learning and assisting skills which is very essential in present situation. Learning is a continuous process. The students can thus slowly be made to understand their curriculum concepts by practicing through MyLearnMate technology at their own pace.

MyLearnMate software system is portable, interactive, and free to use. Following are the best reasons for using MyLearnMate in education.

- Free of cost: MyLearnMate software system is available free of cost on Web.
- Ease of Use: The Touch, Ink and Drag-and-Drop interfaces of MyLearnMate software system makes it very user friendly, and can quickly be learned by even the youngest students. It is intuitive, responsive, and highly motivating

Using MyLearnMate software system in the classroom has many advantages. They are cost efficient and easy to use. Student interest and motivation to learn is high when using this software system.

A meta-analysis conducted on elementary school students, reported that computer-based education through the use of touch technology has generally had the following positive effects on the achievement of elementary school students.

- On an average, about 85% of the students could perform arithmetic operations faster after practicing through these computer systems.
- Students could learn more in less time when they received computer-based instruction and when they had to answer just by touch.
- Maximized student reflection and encouraged progressive taught, taking multiple perspectives, and independent thinking.
- Students who practiced geometry and other scientific concepts through the touch based interactive computer system showed better problem solving skills than students who learnt concepts and definitions through classroom instructions only.
- Graphical drag-and-drop mechanisms and touch interactivity will speed up the production of students.

Thus, the experimental evaluations confirmed MyLearnMate to be a beneficial and usable system for teaching.
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